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he has long enjoyed the confidence of Wilhclm II, who
appointed him Ambassador at the Quirinal at: a comparatively
early age (Billow was not yet forty-five). But to carry out the
commands of an impetuous monarch at a distance,, meeting
him only once a year, may well be a very different matter from
being in constant contact with such a hot-head. The Palafcfco
Caffarclli actually stands on the Capitol Might not the recall
of the Ambassador to the Berlin Foreign Cilice and his
subsequent appointment as Minister of State easily become
equivalent to being thrown from the Tarpcian Rock ? 'l"he
Ambassador's leave-taking of Rome was so hard because he
had lived there, not like the majority of the other diplomats
who are absorbed in their business and amusements, but as
a man of noble tastes filled with the historic greatness of
Rome, one who had learned to love the old Gods and all the
grandeur that Rome stands for/'
On another occasion I wrote: " Bfilow docs not agree
with the special privileges of Prussian Junkerdom although
by origin he is actually a Mecklenburg Junker* Me also
ventures to hold the view that the sole aim of German
statecraft should not be to enable the Junker to sell his
corn and cattle at the highest possible price. . . . Yet in the
party sense he is certainly not a Progressive, He has never
committed himself to any parly platform but has always"
remained unfettered. An indulgent and considerate inter-
pretation of other people's actions is one of the principles
of his possibly over-suave nature. He therefore numbers
friends in every camp and meets men of every tendency,
those who call him a disciple of Bismarck are right in so far
that he has developed under the shelter of the great Chancel-
lor's success and was in touch with the latter through the
person of his father Bernhard von Billow, Minister of State.
, . , The father, a minister at a time when Germany
admittedly led European policy, was never in a position to
treat his immediate superior with that independence which
his son enjoys with regard to Prince Hohenlohe. The father
was for the most part the agent of Bismarck's overwhelming
will; not as a lifeless tool but as an appreciative colleague, a
man of strong patriotism imbued with the spirit of his time.
The son, since the days when he worked in Paris under Prince
Hohenlohe's ambassadorship, has been on terms of grateful

